
Jason Mah
D A T A   S C I E N T I S T

EXPERIENCE

Valuation Summer Analyst | Crowe Horwath

SUMMER 2017, HONG KONG, CHINA

● Supported the construction of an LBO model for a wagyu beef
producer by conducting due diligence on company and industry; led
to a $26 Million valuation

● Performed discounted cash flow analysis and comparable
companies analysis on three business valuations by evaluating
historical data from HKEX and Bloomberg

● Assisted in 3 Industry Overviews; identified and evaluated market
outlook,  growth drivers, and barriers of entry

Summer Analyst  |  6 Degrees PR

SUMMER 2016, HONG KONG, CHINA

● Responsible for covering 8 clients and acted as the main point of
contact for their engagements; collecting client data and explaining
financial updates

● Analyzed financial feasibility of marketing strategies to fit the
client’s investment principle

● Performed financial analysis on residual marketing from media
platforms covering client campaigns and product launches

● Created and presented analysis PPT for clients; highlighting the
client’s ROI and forecasted marketing exposure; one of my
recommendations led a client to invest an additional $250,000

Data Summer Analyst  |  Sunrise Soya Foods

SUMMER 2015, VANCOUVER, BC,

● Identified operation bottlenecks, discovered excess water
consumption and soya product wastage; resulting in $70,000
annual savings

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate, Data Science

APR  2021 - JUNE 2021, VANCOUVER, BC

University of Western Ontario |  Bachelors in Economics

SEPT  2013 - 2018, LONDON, ON

PHI GAMMA DELTA - Academic Achievement Award

jzqmah@gmail.com

647-470-9182

linkedin.com/in/jzqmah

github.com/aspiringdser

SKILLS

 Python, R,  SQL, Tableau

 Hypothesis Testing, Tensorflow,

Git, GitHub, Hadoop, Spark, HIVE,

AWS

PROFILE

My passion for machine learning
and its applications is what led me
to pursue a career in data science.
I pride myself in being a fast
learner and a confident critical
thinker. As an aspiring data
scientist, I would love to work in
competitive and dynamic
environments. My past
experiences fostered strong
analytical skills and research
abilities that have prepared me
for the field of data science.


